DDM-17-24 Mazda 2 Big Brake Kit
This big brake kit for the Mazda 2 offers 11”
rotors as well as fixed Wilwood 4 piston calipers. This improves the braking feel, performance, and longevity.
Installation time of the big brake kit depends
on you and your mechanical skills. It is suggested that you read through the directions
a few times to familiarize yourself with the
components of the kit, and your car.
If you are pretty handy with tools the big
brake kit can be installed in 60 minutes,
however we suggest that you schedule at
least a couple of hours for the installation. If
you have any questions during the installation you can call us at (864) 907-6004 or
email us at Tech@ddmworks.com.

TOOLS NEEDED
Thread locker

Torque wrench

Socket wrench

1/4” open ended wrench

17mm Socket
14mm Socket
15mm wrench
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Installing the Slingshot big brake kit
1. The first thing you need to do is to safely put the front of the vehicle up in the air with jack stands so you have enough space to be
able to get the front wheels off. Once in the air remove the wheels
Banjo Bolt
from the car.
2. Once the wheels are off you will need to remove the banjo bolt which
mounts the brake line to the caliper. Using a socket, remove the bolt
and have a drip tray ready to catch the brake fluid which will leak out.
3. Once the brake line is removed from the caliper the caliper can be removed from the hub. There are two bolts which hold it, remove these
and the caliper will come off the hub.
4. Next the rotor will need to be removed. Sometimes it is necessary to
use a soft hammer to hit the back of the rotor to separate from the hub.
Once loose the rotor will just slide off the hub.
5. Once the rotor is removed you can now install the caliper bracket onto
the hub. Using the stock bolts, hand tighten the caliper adaptor
bracket in place with the flat side of the bracket facing outwards.
6. Next the new 11” rotor can be installed by placing the rotor onto the
hub. While pushing the rotor against the hub, check for clearance
Caliper bracket
Flat side out
around the rotor with the dust shield behind it. If the dust shield is
touching the rotor, bend the dust shield back. Use caution if pushing
from the edge since it might be sharp.
7. The caliper can now be installed. Place one of the washers provided
over the bolts provided and put them through the caliper and thread
the bolt into the caliper adaptor bracket. Keep the first bolt loose so
you can align the second caliper bolt.
8. Torque the caliper adaptor to hub bolts to 65 ftlbs, then torque the
caliper to caliper adaptor bolts to 40 ftlbs.
9. Once the caliper is bolted down the brake line adaptor can be installed. Thread the adaptor into the back of the caliper and tighten
snug. It will not bottom out like a bolt since it is a tapered thread.

Caliper mounting
bolts

Caliper to
Adapter bolts

Brake line adaptor

Adapter to hub
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Installing the big brake kit
10. Next you can install the brake line to the brake line adaptor. The
brake line should be oriented so it is pointing upwards towards the
Brake line
orientation
brake line mount on the shock. Install the new banjo bolt with the
included washers, placing a washer on either side of the brake line.
Torque the banjo bolt to 20ftlbs.
11. Next you can install the brake pads between the rotor and the caliper.
To do this, you need to remove the retaining pin from the caliper, and
then slide the brake pads in making sure the metal backing plate of the
pad is against the caliper not the brake rotor.
12. Once the pads are installed, reinstall the pad retaining pin through the
caliper and the brake pads. Once through everything bend the ends of
the retaining pin to hold it in place.
13. Now thoroughly bleed the brakes. Once that is done apply pressure to
the brake pedal for a few minutes to check for leaks where the brake
caliper mounts to the brake line. If there is a leak, loosen the banjo
bolt and tighten the brake line adaptor more and retorque the banjo
bolt. Repeat bleeding and checking for leaks until no leaks are found.
14. Once there are no leaks you can bed the brake pads and enjoy your big brake upgrade.
Pad retention pin

Congratulations! You have finished the install. All of us here at
DDMWorks thank you for your purchase and hope you enjoy your
big brake kit.
If you have any questions feel free to give us a call or text us at
864-907-6004. You can also email us at Tech@ddmworks.com.
Also, Follow us on Facebook for the latest product and information
releases!
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Brake Bedding Procedure

When bedding the brake pads, the goal is to bring the pad temperature up
to operating temperature slowly and gradually without spiking the temperature. This is
done by doing slow stops first to build up some heat, then a little faster and so on until
you get them to the point that they are beyond working temperature. A lot of times this
will be when you actually start to see them smoking or the pedal starts to fade. It is
very important to bring them up to this temperature gradually so you do not glaze the
pads.
To start, go out and get up to 30mph and then apply about 75% braking force until
you slow to a walking pace, then accelerate back up to 30mph and do it again. You
want to do 4 of these runs from 30 mph total. This will start to build heat in the pads
and allow that heat to sufficiently start to soak into the thicker parts of the brake pads.
Then you want to start doing the same thing from 40 mph, once again 4 times. This will
start to put more heat into the pads and start to get them into the lower part of their
operating range. Then the next is 50 mph, once again 4 times, then lastly 60mph once
again 4 times. After doing the 4 stops from 60, head back to your house or shop, using
your brakes as little as possible, and turn the car off and let it cool completely down
(about 1 hour) until the rotor is cool enough to touch comfortably. This procedure will
bed the pads to the rotors very well. You can then go out and drive it again and check
for vibration.
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